
Predict and Prevent Bot Aacks with 
KasadaIQ for Fraud
See warning signs before fraud occurs. Prevent bot attacks on your business logic 
and customer data. Know that Kasada is safeguarding your business. 

PRODUCT BRIEF

The Problem
Automation, new tools, and collaborative communities make it easier than ever for adversaries 

to aack. Traditional threat intelligence tools are failing and not actionable.

Adversary Communities

Aackers share knowledge about 
your vulnerabilities in underground 
communities. 

Aacks are a Black Box

Diicult to see when an aack is 
happening, its magnitude, who is 
aacking, and the revenue impact. 

Ineective Monitoring

Threat intel feeds are ineective and 
don’t detect  business logic aacks. 

Account takeover Fake Accounts Inventory hoarding and more
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23M+ data points and 2k+ 
unique sources uncover 
what others miss. 

Unmatched Insight
Triaged alerts pick up the 
first signals of aacks. You 
gain time to prepare.

Early Warning
Customize your support 
package for bespoke data 
collection and analysis.

Tailored to You

Reputation protection. 
Bots can’t break your 
brand.

Boosted Brand 
Equity

A Platform Built to Predict Fraud

KasadaIQ stops: Account takeover Fake Accounts Inventory hoarding and more
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Seek and Secure

Unconventional Sourcing
Kasada mines underground bot communities 
and monitors millions of data points, 
detecting data missed by others.
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About Kasada
Kasada has developed a radical approach to defeating automated 
cyberthreats based on its unmatched understanding of the human 
minds behind them. The Kasada platform is intentionally engineered to 
overcome the shortcomings of traditional bot management tools. Kasada 
is based in New York and Sydney, with hubs in Melbourne, Boston, and 
San Francisco, For more information, please visit www.kasada.io and 
follow on Twitter, LinkedIn, and Facebook.

Early Warnings
All alerts are veed by Kasada analysts. 
Reduce  your alert fatigue and shore up 
defenses ahead of aack.

Analyst Investigation

Dedicated Analyst Hours
Dig deeper with Kasada Analyst Hours  to 
investigate your most pressing needs.

Bot Acquisition and Analysis
Bots are purchased and cracked open to see 
how they work. Benefit from knowing exactly 
what you’re facing. 

Business Benefits

Cost Savings
Reduce operating expenses with early 
warnings that prevent downstream fraud.

Brand Integrity
Ensure bots won’t break your brand.

Satisfied Customers
Preserve trust by preventing account 
takeovers and compromised credentials.

Caring Team 
Kasada gives you a team, not just an alert. 

Stolen Credential Analysis
Your customers’ stolen data is purchased by 
Kasada to close security gaps.

Professional Services
In-depth, custom eorts to achieve the 
outcomes you want.

20M
Number of stolen PII sets identified 

for customers

6M
Fake or fraudulent accounts identified 

for customers 


